
Garden of Edie
5005 Creal Road
Homer, NY  13077     
607-749-4348 Fax:607-749-7416
Region:    4 Zone:5

DAYLILY CATALOG

ARIANA CRYSTAL  (ROOD K, 1998) DF $6
23",Dip,3.75",Dor,M,Ext
Small flowered ruffled haloed pink.

AARON BROWN  (HERR D, 2006) DF $16
42",Tet,7.25",SEv,EM,Re
Burgundy with a red watermark. Distinctive and very popular.

ALABAMA JUBILEE  (WEBSTER, 1988) DF $7
30",Tet,7",Dor,M,Frag
Loads of brilliant red-orange blooms. Tried and true garden impact.

ALASKAN MIDNIGHT  (PORTER E, 1991) DF $6
32",Tet,6",Dor,E,Frag,Noc,Ext
Classic large flowered purple/black.

ALIEN DNA  (SELMAN, 2009) DF $18
40",Tet,6",Dor,M,Re
Lavender raspberry bi-tone with yellow applique throat and green heart. Tall
sturdy scapes with three to four-way branching and 26 buds. Very hardy with
dependable rebloom. Fertile both ways.

ALL AMERICAN CHIEF  (SELLERS, 1994) DF $12
32",Tet,9",Dor,EM,Re
Award winning large red bloom with yellow throat. Excellent.

ALMIRA BUFFALO BONE JACKSON  (FAULKNER, 2010) DF $22
22",Dip,5",SEv,M
Much in demand for those breeding for patterned dips. Pollen fertile. Grows
well and increases but bud count isn't high here.
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ALONE AGAIN  (HANSON-C., 2013) DF $30
39",Tet,5",SEv,ML
Soft violet purple with slate blue watermark.

ANGUS PRIDE  (MASON M, 2006) DF $15
26",Tet,5",SEv,ML
Velvety black-red self with gold throat.

APACHE WAR DANCE  (THOMAS D, 1994) DF $8
30",Tet,4.50",Dor,ML,Frag,Re,Noc,Ext
Brilliant scarlet red. Late season.

APPLIQUE  (STAMILE, 2002) DF $10
30",Tet,10",Evr,EM,Re,UFO
Mauve lavender with yellow watermark and large appliquéd throat. One of the
first to bloom here every year.

ARNOLD'S DAUGHTER  (KORTH P-KORTH L, 2006) DF $14
34",Tet,5.75",Dor,EM,Frag
Very pretty near white with blue eye & rose edge

ASTRAL VOYAGER  (MASON M, 2000) DF $12
31",Tet,6.50",SEv,EM,Ext,UFO
Lovely lavender with a paler watermark and very green throat. Unusual form
crispate. Award winner.

AWESOME CANDY  (STAMILE, 2000) DF $9
25",Tet,3.50",Evr,EM,Frag,Re
Delicate primrose yellow with cardinal red eye and picotee edge. Tringular
green throat. Reliable rebloom here.

BACKSEAT DEBUTANTE  (DAVISSON-J., 2008) DF $25
39",Tet,9",SEv,EM,Re,UFO
BACKSEAT DEBUTANTE (Davisson 08) 9" apricot and pink blend with a lighter
watermarked eyezone and a wide yellow throat, Unusual form crispate with
twisting sepals, Semi-evergreen, 39" scapes, 4 branches, 19 buds, reblooms.
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BACKSEAT ROMANCE  (OWEN-P., 2011) DF $15
41",Tet,6.50",Dor,M,Frag,Re
Deep lavender flowers of heavy substance held on well branched scapes. Hardy
dormant with northern rebloom.

BARBARA WHITE  (CULVER-B., 2007) DF $12
30",Tet,6",SEv,EM,Frag
Clear ruffled baby pink above a very green throat. Nice plant habit and bud
count.

BARNEY  (BENZ J, 2005) DF $9
34",Tet,6",Dor,M,VFrag,Re
Great substance on a big ruffled purple bloom.

BELA LUGOSI  (HANSON C, 1995) DF $7
33",Tet,6",SEv,M
Ever-popular purple with green throat.

BELLE OF ASHWOOD  (NORRIS R, 2005) DF $7
28",Tet,5.50",Dor,EM,Re
Gorgeous ruffled pink edged in yellow- great performer. Reblooms. A choice
daylily.

BIG GEORGE  (KRUPIEN, 1998) DF $15
35",Tet,7",Dor,M
Huge double flower in eye catching gold. Reblooms.  Truly outstanding.

BIG SMILE  (APPS, 1999) DF $7
28",Dip,5.50",Dor,M,Frag
Tall and lovely cream yellow bloom with a distinctive pink braided edge. Long
blooming.

BIRD'S EYE VIEW  (CULVER B, 2017) DF $35
35",Tet,5.50",SEv,ML

A ruffled cream-white flower with a bright clear coloured black-purple eye and
edge.
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BLACK FALCON RITUAL  (HANSON C, 2005) DF $12
38",Tet,8",SEv,EM,UFO
Lovely black-purple unusual form with lighter watermark and chartreuse throat.

BLUEBERRY BREAKFAST  (ROSE, 1988) DF $8
22",Dip,5",Dor,M
Slate lavender with purple eyezone. Prefers afternoon shade.

BOSS LADY  (DAVISSON-J., 2011) DF $30
40",Tet,7",SEv,EM,Frag,Re,UFO
7" soft pink with a lighter cream pink watermark and fine cream pink edge. 40"
scapes with 4 wide spaced branches, 28 buds. Exceptionally fine plant.

BOSS OF THE APPLESAUCE  (DAVISSON-J., 2016) DF $25
48",Tet,7",Dor,M,Re
Huge, sturdy 48" scape with 4 and 5 way branching carrying as many as 32
buds. 7 inch free form (but still roundish) flowers are a light cream peach with
a ruffled edge, a lemon throat, and fine lemon edges.  dormant plant habit
with pretty foliage.

BOY CRAZY  (DAVISSON-J., 2010) DF $30
35",Tet,9",SEv,ML,Frag,Re,UFO
An 8 1/2 to 9" cerise rose red unusual form with fine white edges and a wide
yellow to green throat. Petal sometimes crispate, petals and sepals curl and
cascade. 35" scapes have wide 3 way branching, 33 buds. Blooms mid to late
season. Fragrant.

BRICKLE ROAD  (PEARCE-G., 2011) DF $15
30",Tet,6",SEv,ML,Frag
Subtle sunset coloring on this ruffled late bloomer

BUFFALO BLIZZARD  (ROSS B, 2006) DF $20
36",Tet,6.50",SEv,M
Lovely and hard to find near white. Limited supply.

CAMEROONS TWISTER  (BENZ, 2000) DF $10
40",Tet,7.50",Dor,ML,Frag,Re,UFO
Wine purple unusual form with lighter watermark and green throat.
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CANADIAN DIAMONDS  (LORRAIN/LYCETT, 2008) DF $10
36",Tet,6",Dor,M,VFrag,Re
Hardy Canadian ruffled near white

CANDY BANDIT  (CULVER BRYAN, 2014) DF $15
42",Tet,5",SEv,Re,Ext
Cream-white flower with a bright red eye and edge highlighted with an
incredible green throat. Ext.; SEv.; 4 way branching; Re-bloom; bud count
25+.

CAPTAIN NOODLES  (DAVISSON-J., 2013) DF $25
39",Tet,8",Dor,L,UFO
Tetraploid. CAPTAIN NOODLES is a wonderful season extender and one of the
last to start blooming adding lots of late season color with it's 8" dark orange
cascade/crispate blooms with red eyezones and wide yellow throats. Sepals quill
and curl, petals crispate...lots of motion in this one. Sturdy upright scapes are
39" tall with 6 way branching, 34 buds. Dormant, hardy plants with arching
dark green foliage increase quickly. Easily fertile both ways. (SWALLOW TAIL
KITE X LIGHTHOUSE NORTH) X A BLOOM WITH A VIEW

CARNIVAL IN CARACAS  (SANTA LUCIA, 2007) DF $14
30",Tet,7",Dor,M
Orange with red chevron eye above a yellow green throat

CARNIVAL IN MEXICO  (SANTA LUCIA, 2000) DF $12
30",Tet,7",Dor,M,Re
Pink with red eyezone. Beautiful, vigorous and hardy. Stout Medal winner
2012.

CAROLINA COOL DOWN  (DAVISSON-J., 2008) DF $20
38",Tet,9",SEv,ML,Re
9" lilac/lavender biton UFO with orchid watermark. Very pretty - one of Judy
Davisson's best.

CARRICK WILDON  (GOLDNER, 1987) DF $10
34",Tet,7.50",Dor,ML,Ext
Big golden yellow tipped with orange. EXCELLENT.
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CATASTROPHE WAITRESS  (HANSON C, 2006) DF $12
33",Tet,5",SEv,M
Recurved strawberry pink blend with almond watermark above a green throat.

CATCHING LAWN DARTS  (BREMER, 2016) DF $12
34",Tet,7",Dor,ML
Dormant.  34"-7".  4 branches.  26 buds. ML. Creamy light yellow with narrow
dark maroon eyezone that repeats on sepals. Strong growing, well budded and
branched.  Excellent strong plants that put on a great show.

CAVE LION  (GOSSARD, 2011) DF $12
30",Tet,7.50",ML,Frag,Re
Polychrome orange yellow, petals are surrounded by long filigrees and tendrils,
covered  diamond dusting.

CHERRIES JUBILEE  (MASON, M., 5209) DF $12
25",Tet,5.50",Dor,ML
Cherry red and pink bitone with lightly ruffled edge

CHERRY EYED PUMPKIN  (KIRCHHOFF D, 1991) DF $8
28",Tet,5.75",SEv,EE,Re,Ext
Popular pumpkin gold with red throat.

CLAUDINES CHARM  (SELLERS, 2000) DF $18
26",Tet,5.50",Evr,M,Re
A classic - hard to keep in stock. Beautiful recurved purple bloom with violet
eye.

CLAWS OF MOONLIGHT  (GOSSARD, 2004) DF $8
32",Tet,6.50",SEv,M,VFrag,Re
Large light lemon yellow bloom, burgundy eye and green throat. Reblooms.
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COBRASKIN NECKTIE  (HANSON C, 2005) DF $12
39",Tet,6",SEv,EM
Interesting appliqued throat on a deep lavender bloom. Tall. LIMITED.

CONSPIRACY THEORY  (DAVISSON-J., 2016) DF $60
47",Tet,9",Dor,M,Frag,UFO
Hybridizer's description: One of my best landscape plants to date.....it's a
huge plant for the back or center of your bed or for a massive display all by
itself.....this one gets BIG. Vibrant 9" yellow crispate blooms open wide on
monster scapes that are 47" tall with wide spaced 6 way branching, 30 buds,
that easily hold 3 or 4 blooms open at once without crowding. Instant rebloom
scapes have 4 way branching and bloom an additional 20 blooms. This is a
blooming machine that starts midseason and goes very late.  Vigorous plants
increase fast with gorgeous dormant foliage. Pollen fertile. I have not been
able to set a pod but customers in a cooler climate have been successful. From
Seedling 2819 (AL'S PEACH TOWER X LIGHTHOUSE NORTH) x BANANA
SMOOTHIE.

CONSTANTINOPLE  (MOLDOVAN, 2005) DF $7
34",Tet,6",SEv,M,Re
Cherry red blend with creamy rose pink edge above green yellow throat pink
edge.

CORAL MAJORITY  (NORRIS R, 2004) DF $8
33",Tet,4.50",Dor,L,Re
Glowing coral beauty. Blooms late season.

CYBER DRAGON  (Gossard, James, 2013) DF $25
36",Tet,7.50",Dor,M
Purple with a large creamy pink watermark and yellow green throat. Very nice!
Limited.

DANCES WITH GIRAFFES  (REED, 2005) DF $25
60",Dip,8",Dor,ML,Ext,UFO
Very tall unusual form cascade. Gold yellow with rose peach blush eye above
green throat. Awards: Award of Merit 2014, HM 2009. A few

DAVE  (SANTA LUCIA, 2014) DF $35
32",Tet,7.50",SEv,M
Magenta with purple eye and large yellow green throat radiating out onto petals
and sepals
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DAVI'S DILEMMA  (DAVISSON-J., 2011) DF $30
41",Tet,10",Dor,M,Frag,Re,UFO
10" bright rose pink UF crispate with a bold light pink "Munson" type
watermark and a fine white edge. Tall 41" scapes have 5 way branching with
26 buds and it reblooms for a long bloom season.

DEAN COREY  (Goldner-Pruden, 2008) DF $10
40",Tet,0",Dor,ML
Bright orange self - unusual form. LIMITED.

DIANE CRAWFORD  (CULVER-B., 2007) DF $8
36",Tet,5.50",SEv,ML,Frag
Gorgeous watermelon pink. Great plant habit and vigor from an Ontario
breeder.

DOCTOR HANDSOME  (DAVISSON-J., 2013) DF $30
43",Tet,8",Dor,EM,UFO
This handsome 8" upward facing crispate bloom is an ususual shade of
"bittersweet" orange with a vivid yellow diamond dusted watermark that is
"heart" shaped and feathered. Gentle ruffling on the petal tips add backside
interest . Scapes are 43" with ideal 4 and 5 way branching, 27 buds which
start blooming early midseason and continues thru late season. Hardy, dormant
plant habit with flawless, dark green arching foliage.

DOCTOR MCGREGOR'S GARDEN  (DAVISSON-J., 2015) DF $35
34",Tet,7.50",SEv,ML,Frag
Lilac with cream pink watermark and an ivory to chartreuse diamond dusted
throat. DOCTOR MC GREGOR'S GARDEN (Davisson 15) is a graceful 7 1/2"
lilac bloom with a cream pink watermark and a diamond dusted ivory to
chartreuse throat. The bloom has many unusual form
characteristics....sometimes gentle crispated, sepals will quill and twist, petal
and sepals are on different planes....but registered as a large flower rather
than an unusual form.

DREAMLINER  (OWEN PAUL, 2015) DF $80
50",Tet,7",Dor,M
Dreamliner blooms mid-season, reblooms, 4-6 branches, 24-28 bloom count,
pod fertile, pollen fertile, dormant.  Described by the hybridizer as his
flagship introduction for plant habit - it is a fine parent for those breeding for
tall, well-branched scapes. Introduced at $195 it is still hard to come by.

DYNA GIRL  (OWEN PAUL, 2010) DF $8
28",Tet,5.25",EM,Re
Delicate alabaster pink with gold ruffles. Very hardy and a vigorous increaser.
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ECHO ECHO  (GOSSARD J, 2014) DF $15
36",Tet,6",Dor,EM,Re
Lavender pink with a lighter lavender band and applique throat of yellow green.
Often reblooms here.

EDNA CRUMBACK  (CULVER-B., 2013) DF $16
32",Tet,5",Dor,ML
Ruffled bright clear red with a lighter rose red watermark. Hardy Canadian
breeding. A few

EL DESPERADO  (STAMILE, 1991) DF $6
28",Tet,5",Dor,L,Ext
Later blooming charmer with deep red edge and eye. Just great!

ELIZABETH SALTER  (SALTER, 1990) DF $7
22",Tet,5.50",SEv,M,Re
Wonderful ruffled peach - award winning great performer!

ELIZABETH WHITE  (CULVER-B, 2011) DF $22
31",Tet,7",Evr,ML
Ruffled bright clear coloured rose-pink with a lighter watermark above a bright
green throat.  A northern hardy evergreen.

EMERALD STARBURST  (DOORAKIAN, 2004) DF $18
32",Dip,5.25",Dor,M
A very distinctive green and raspberry over a non-fading emerald green throat.
Nothing else like it in the garden. A few.

EMINENT DOMAIN  (OWEN-P., 2011) DF $16
50",Tet,7",Dor,M,Re
Bright neon brick-orange petals,  bi-color yellow sepals. Bright yellow strip
adorns the petal midribs. Great garden presence. Limited. AHS HM Award
2016

ESKIMO ISLAND  (MASON, M., 2009) DF $18
27",Tet,5.75",Dor,M,Frag
Very nice near white. Hardy North Country breeding.
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EVERY WHICH WAY AND LOOSE  (SALK, 2007) DF $15
39",Tet,7",Dor,ML,Frag,Db
A tall loose double that is a riot of gold in the late summer garden.

EXHAUSTED ROOSTER  (DAVISSON-J., 2014) DF $20
43",Tet,9",Dor,ML
EXHAUSTED ROOSTER (Davisson 14) is a 9" bright orange cascade/crispate
unusual form with a wide yellow to green throat. Sepals wind up tightly in clock
spring fashion. Stately scapes are tall at 43" with 4 to 6 way branching,
26-36 buds. Easily fertile both ways.

FABULOUS BLACK PEARL  (SALTER, 2008) DF $15
25",Tet,5",SEv,M,Re
Lavender with a deep black purple eye ans white ruffled edge.

FE, FI, FOE, FUM  (WOODHALL, 2005) DF $10
42",Tet,7.50",Dor,M,Frag,UFO
7 1/2 inch 'unusual form' purple bloom on a 42" scape. Vigorous.  Limited
supply.

FEARFULLY AND WONDERFULLY MADE  (EMMERICH, 2009) DF $25
26",Tet,5.50",Dor,M,Frag,Re
Pink coral; dark clear velvet cranberry red eye and edge trimmed in ivory
yellow; green throat. Flawless flowers. Fertile both ways and kids have its red
velvet eye.

FIRE BIRD SUITE  (TRIMMER-J., 2008) DF $14
40",Tet,8",Evr,EM,Re,UFO
Intense orange UF bloom with a hot red eye and yellow throat. Hardy
evergreen for those who love color.

FIRE ON THE MOUNTAIN  (CARPENTER J, 2004) DF $8
22",Tet,6",Dor,M,Frag,Re
Nice recurved orange-red.

FOOLISH DRAGON  (SELMAN, 2006) DF $10
36",Tet,4.50",Dor,M
A tall peach bloom with a 'look at me" red eye. Loads of blooms.
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FOREVER AND FOR ALWAYS  (WILKERSON, 2014) DF $20
38",Tet,9",Evr,EM,Re
Hardy evergreen 38" tall 28 buds, 4 branches, Unusual Form Crispate, Bright
red with dark pink watermark. 

FRAMBOISE  (COCHENOUR, 2011) DF $12
35",Tet,7.50",Dor,ML
Raspberry pink UFO (Cameroons x Webster's Pink Wonder).

FRAT MAN  (DAVISSON-J., 2011) DF $15
38",Tet,9",Dor,M,Re,UFO
9" purple UFO.

FREE WHEELIN'  (STAMILE, 2004) DF $12
34",Tet,9",Evr,EE,Re
Popular BIG yellow spider form with deep red chevrons. Eye catching. 
LIMITED.

FROSTBITE FALLS  (CHURCH. DON, 2009) DF $15
38",Tet,6.50",Dor
Much sought after tall near white with dark blue-green foliage. Heavy blooming
with 3 way branching that presents blooms to perfection. LIMITED.

GET'R DONE  (GOSSARD R, 2006) DF $14
34",Tet,9",Dor,M,Frag,Re
Distinctive large bloom - peachy pink with red eye and yellow green throat.

GRYPHON CHINESE FIRE  (STELTER,, 2009) DF $9
36",Tet,8",Dor,M
Bright red above a yellow-green throat.

HAPPY PLACE  (SIMPSON, ERIC, 2016) DF $15
30",Tet,6",Dor,EM
Ruffled golden yellow with maroon red eye and bubbly maroon red edge trimmed
with wire gold over yellow to green throat.
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Heat Seeker  (Gossard Dianna, 2009) DF $7
40",Tet,5.50",Dor,M,Frag,Db
intense burnt orange-red double. Darker orange-red eyezone with
green-yellow-red throat.

HEAVENLY ANGEL ICE  (GOSSARD, 2004) DF $12
TF $1236",Dip,8",Dor,ML,Re,UFO

Winner of the prestigious Stout Silver Medal in 2013, the highest achievement
award in the American Hemerocallis Society. 36" tall, 8" bloom. Dormant
Diploid, Mid-late season, rebloomer, 27 buds, 5 branches, Unusual Form
Crispate.  White self above green yellow throat.  Awesome. Limited.

HEAVENLY DRAGON FIRE  (GOSSARD, 2004) DF $12
45",Tet,7.50",Dor,M,UFO
Tall brilliant orange late blooming  7 1/2 inch unusual form.

HEAVENLY UNITED WE STAND  (GOSSARD, 2009) DF $14
51",Tet,9",Dor,M
A nine inch rich red bloom on TALL (45" here to date) scapes that flowers over
a long period beginning midseason. Hardy and vigorous. Award winning Breeder
Jamie Gossard says it's one of the best he's ever bred - and folks that's
saying something! Choice. STOUT MEDAL WINNER 2017. LIMITED,

HEAVENLY WHITE LIGHTENING  (GOSSARD, 2010) DF $15
36",Dip,10.50",Dor,ML,VFrag,UFO
For sheer garden value this plant has lots to like  - a 10.5 inch cascading
unusual form that is fragrant, opens early and is also an extended bloomer.
It's a "bud builder" so it will bloom over a long  period and is rock hardy to
boot.

HEROES ON HORSEBACK  (DAVISSON-J., 2012) DF $25
43",Tet,9",Dor,E,Frag,Re
Purple with a darker purple band and a wide diamond dusted

HONEY ON MY LIPS  (OLSON E, 2004) DF $18
32",Tet,6",SEv,EM,Re
Olson.  2005.  Dormant.  32"-6".  3-4 branches.  26 buds.  L.  Honey-peach
base tone with deeper patterned eye of tawny rose.  Broad ruffled edge of
honey-peach. Green throat.  Very limited
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IMETRY  (DAVISSON-J., 2017) DF $60
35",Tet,10",Dor
IMETRY shows its pale orchid color on cool mornings when the chalky white
watermark is more visible, but on hot days following hot nights, it is a bright
white with a vivid green throat. The whole bloom is covered with diamond
dusting. The 10" unusual form flowers are spatulate with curling sepals. Waxy
substance makes IMETRY sun fast and rainproof. Scapes are 35" with 4 way
branching, 25 buds, hard dormant plant with excellent genetics from WHITE
EYES PINK DRAGON X GIRLS CLUB. Fertile both ways. 

IVORY TITAN  (SELMAN, 2008) DF $16
42",Tet,6.50",Dor,M,Frag
Tall statuesque large ruffled ivory. a gold edge and yellow to green throat. 
Superb white.

JADE PARADE  (PIERCE-G., 2015) DF $30
32",Tet,8",Dor,EM,UFO
Lavender self with green throat. extra large, blooms early to mid-season,
reblooms, 8 branches, 40 bloom count, pod fertile, pollen fertile, dormant.
TET ROSE F KENNEDY kid. Hardy and quite vigorous here.

JELLYROLL MORTON  (HANSON-C., 2007) DF $25
46",Tet,7",SEv,EM
Rose violet with a softer pink watermark.

JERRY HYATT  (HANSON C, 2004) DF $12
27",Tet,6",SEv,EM,Frag
Lilac orchid blend with violet slate watermark above chartreuse throat. Very
interesting coloring. Petals pinch. Distinctive.

KEEP the FAITH  (EMMERICH, 2009) DF $15
26",Tet,6",Dor,M,Frag
Pale pink apricot with pale red eye and edge above yellow to green throat.

KENORA WILDFIRE  (CULVER, B, 2008) DF $25
34",Tet,5",Dor,ML
Bright fiery red with a lighter watermark and a slight cream-yellow edge.
Ext.; Dormant; 4 way branching; bud count 25; (BOMBAY SILK X John Benz
Red) Vibrant red, heavy substanced, holds its color, vigorous and hardy. A lot
to like about this one.
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KENTUCKY ROYALTY  (HODGE, 2010) DF $22
30",Tet,6.50",Dor,M,Frag,Re
Rich purple red and a ruffled yellow-gold edge. Super pretty. Reblooms too!
Limited

KIDS ON LEASHES  (DAVISSON-J., 2019) DF $0
45",Tet,9",SEv,ML,Frag,Re
Hybridizer's description: KIDS ON LEASHES is a sibling to GREAT GOLD
HEIST and has the wonderful form of WIGGLY PIGGLY on a taller scape.
Blooms are 9" yellow (cascade/crispate) unusual forms that look good when
viewed from any direction. Scapes are tall averaging 45" with marvelous 5- to
6-way branching, 30 buds...plus rebloom scapes add another 22 buds.
Fragrant, too, right at nose level and a mid to late season bloomer. KIDS ON
LEASHES is a semi-evergreen from a cross of WIGGLY PIGGLY X BANANA
SMOOTHIE and is fertile both ways so it is easier for the hybridizer than
either parent. Tetraploid.

KILLARNEY ROAD  (CULVER-B., 2013)
36",Tet,6",SEv,ML
Light baby ribbon pink with a ruffled gold edge above a very large green
throat. Sev.; 3 way branching; bud count 20+; Reg. 2013 (STARDUST LADY X
DIANE SEVETSON). Excellent Culver plant habit.

KING CRAB  (GOSSARD, 2009) DF $45
44",Tet,9",Dor,M,Frag
Super bright orange with darker eyezone. Crispate cascade UFO with excellent
branchig and plant habit.

LAKE TEAR OF THE CLOUDS  (MASON-M, 2010) DF $12
28",Tet,5.50",Dor,ML
Meduim fuchsia purple with striking large pale lavender pink watermark and
yellow band above very green throat.

LAST FOOL STANDING  (SELMAN, 2008) DF $12
36",Tet,5",Dor,M
A bold red eye and ruffled red edge - tall and heavy blooming. Showy.

LATE STARTER  (SANTA LUCIA, 2011) DF $15
34",Tet,6",Evr,L,Re
Late blooming orange with a red eye.
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LIGHT OF THE WORLD  (EMMERICH, 2002) DF $8
24",Tet,5.75",SEv,M,Frag,Re
Cream with a glowing rose throat. Choice.

LIL' RED WAGON  (KINNEBREW J, 2003) DF $8
25",Tet,3.25",SEv,E,Re
Excellent heavy substanced small ruffled red for the front of the border.

LILY MUNSTER  (SHOOTER E, 2004) TF $9
31",Dip,8",SEv,M,Re,UFO
Pink unusual form with chartreuse throat. Rebloomer -- always one of the first
and last to bloom here. I've come to love it.

LIP SMACK  (SELMAN, 2008) DF $10
20",Tet,5",Dor,M
5 1/2" yellow with  bright red throat and edge.Small, but vigorous plant with
20" scapes with 3 way branching. 18 to 20 buds. Perfect for the front of the
border  Dormant foliage. Increases fast and very hardy.

LOLA'S LASHES  (OTTO, 2011) DF $30
28",Dip,6",SEv,M,UFO
Delightfully different diploid UFO.

LOLLIPOP KISSES  (SELMAN, 2008) DF $8
20",Tet,4.50",Dor,M
Perfect for the front of the border, the yellow blooms of LOLLIPOP KISSES
have a huge red eye, ruffled red edge and small yellow to green throat.
Three-way branching with 18 to 20 buds and blooms just above the dark, blue
green foliage. Very hardy and really stands out in the garden.

LONGLESSON SHOWOFF  (MASON M, 1998) DF $8
26",Tet,5",Dor,M,Re,Ext
Rich rose with a white midrib and gold throat.
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LOUD GIRLS  (DAVISSON-J., 2008) DF $30
32",Tet,9.50",SEv,M,UFO
LOUD GIRLS (Davisson Fall 08) is an "improved WEBSTER'S PINK WONDER"
having the same vigorous plant habit, but a much improved flower. Huge 9 1/2
"hot" rose-pink blooms have a lighter rose pink Munson type watermark and a
fine white edge. Sepals quill and petals spatulate and crispate so LOUD GIRLS
was registered as an unusual form. 32" scapes have 3 way branching and carry
17 buds. Unlike WEBSTER'S PINK WONDER which is pod infertile, LOUD
GIRLS is easily fertile both ways. Blooms midseason and is a semi-evergreen.
Tetraploid. Carries its beautiful, clear color and size and shape to its progeny.
 Limited.

LOVE N LOUJEAN  (STROPE-WARD, 2015) DF $30
38",Tet,8",SEv,M
A big bloom - hot pink with large cream watermark over a green throat
magenta veining with ruffled edge and slight midrib. Super nice.

LOVE SCULPTURE  (HANSON-C., 2015) DF $18
39",Tet,6",SEv,EM
Soft cream with soft pink eye.

LUNA  (MURPHY J P, 2004) TF $9
39",Dip,7.50",SEv,M,Frag,Re,Ext,UFO
Near white unusual form with fine ruffled edge and green throat.

MABOU  (MASON M, 2003) DF $10
30",Tet,6",Dor,ML
Now classic - choice golden-edged rose with a lighter watermark. Beautiful and
super hardy.

MANDARIN SEAS  (STAMILE, 2003) DF $9
25",Tet,5",SEv,EM,Re
Flower colors remind me of orange and raspberry sorbet.  Yum! Distinctive and
a great and vigorous performer year after year.

MARGO REED INDEED  (MURPHY J P, 2004) DF $12
28",Dip,7.50",SEv,ML,Re,UFO
Late blooming very white 7 1/2 inch unusual form.
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MARVELOUS MERRY GREY  (DAVISSON-J., 2020) DF $50
36",Tet,8",SEv,ML
MARVELOUS MERRY GREY (Davisson-J 20) is a cheerful 8" clear, light gray
with a huge yellow watermark that shines in the mid to late season. Scapes are
36" with wonderful 5-way branching and a bud count averaging 25.  Excellent
at clump strength, when I have recorded even better branching and bud
counts. It is also fragrant with faultless foliage and hardy semi-evergreen
plant habit. MERRY GREY is a tetraploid from a cross of PATTY IN
PINSTRIPES X CAROLINA COOL DOWN and is fertile both ways. 

MARY'S GOLD  (MCDONELL H, 1984) DF $10
34",Dip,6.50",Dor,M
Ever popular bright gold flower that blooms midseason.  Can't miss it in the
garden.

MATCHLESS FIRE  (SCHINDLER, 2004) DF $18
29",Tet,6.25",SEv,M,Frag
Red with an orange watermark. Unusual striking big bloom.

MEAN GREEN  (Davisson-J., 2008) DF $30
43",Tet,9",SEv,ML
MEAN GREEN (Davisson 08)is a 9" apricot unusual form with a wide chartreuse
throat. Tall, sturdy 43" scapes have 4 way branching, 22 buds. Sev, fragrant,
mid to late season, and easily fertile both ways. Winner of the 2017 Carolina
Best Clump award and an AHS Honorable Mention award. From a Dr. Fred
Knocke seedling x OSTERIZED,

MEPHISTO WALTZ  (SCHWARZ B, 2002) DF $10
34",Tet,8.50",Dor,M,UFO
Burgundy self above a large chartreuse lemon throat

MERCURY LOUNGE  (HANSON-C., 2012) DF $18
33",Tet,4",SEv,M,Frag,Re
Substantial richly ruffled shimmering deep crimson blooms. Great front of the
border red.

MERINGUE PIE  (CARTER M, 2001) DF $10
28",Tet,6",Dor,EM
VERY nice ivory white...nice dormant foliage and plant habit.
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MICHAEL BENNETT  (BROOKER G, 2005) DF $10
26",Tet,8",Dor,ML,UFO
Purple grape with silver white watermark. Very pretty.

MISS DEMEANOR  (DAVISSON-J., 2011) DF $45
49",Tet,8",SEv,M,UFO
Hybridizer's decription: MISS DEMEANOR is a 9" apricot unusual form with a
washed yellow watermark and fine yellow edges. Petals crispate and sepals curl
back tightly. I almost composted this one the first year it bloomed because
it's a different color similar to MEAN GREEN, but the scape won my heart
(see next picture). Scapes are 49" with 5 and 6 way branching, 24 to 30 buds,
plus another 9 buds on rebloom scapes. Starts midseason and continues into
late season. A semievergreen tet from a cross of ORANGE CLOWN X WHERE
EAGLES SOAR. Difficult but not impossible as a pod parent, easy pollen. A
garden standout! Limited

MISS MAYHEM  (DAVISSON-J., 2014) DF $35
50",Tet,9.50",Dor,ML,Frag,UFO
Red with a darker red band and a yellow to green throat. (Davisson 14) is a 9
1/2 to 10" bright red unusual form with a wide yellow throat that captures
your attention from clear across the yard! Starts early to midseason and then
reblooms. Scapes are tall at 38" with 4 way branching, 22 buds. Dormant
foliage is narrow and blue green.

MISTER GREEN JEANS  (DAVISSON-J., 2013) DF $25
45",Tet,9.50",SEv,EM,VFrag,Re,UFO
  Yellow with a chartreuse throat.Tetraploid. This 9 1/2" yellow crispate
unusual form has tall, 45" scapes with the same 5 way "self cleaning" branching
as SUNNY INTERVALS where deadheads hang straight down and fall to the
ground. The original scapes have 20 buds and the plant is strongly recurrent,
showing larger 10" blooms on the immediate rebloom scapes for an additional
11 blooms. Very fragrant! Segments twist and curl with increasing heat and
humidity. Inheriting hardy plant habit from both Goldner and Gossard parents,
it's a SEV that starts blooming early midseason and continues thru late season.
Difficult, but not impossible as a pod parent, easy pollen. SUNNY INTERVALS
X WHERE EAGLES SOAR

MISTER LUCKY  (SELLERS, 1975) DF $6
24",Tet,3.75",Evr,EM,Re
A personal favorite - a plucky smaller flowered red that blooms and reblooms. 
Distinctive.

MISTER MAYOR  (DAVISSON-J., 2014) DF $45
35",Tet,8",Dor,M,UFO
MISTER MAYOR (Davisson 14) is a loosely crispate 8" deep purple unusual form
with a light raspberry watermark and a wide ivory to chartreuse throat.
Scapes are 35" with perfectly spaced 6 way branching (4 laterals plus a
terminal "V"), 25 buds. Instant rebloom scapes are taller at 46" with an
additional 10 buds. Hardy, dormant, vigorous plants with gorgeous foliage.
Starts blooming midseason and continues into late season. Easily pod and pollen
fertile. From WHITE EYES PINK DRAGON X CURT'S GIFT.
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MISTER MONOPOLY  (DAVISSON-J., 2012) DF $35
41",Tet,8.50",Dor,ML,Frag,Re,UFO
Orange with serrated edges on petal tips, a wide yellow throat. MISTER
MONOPOLY (Davisson 12) is an 8 1/2 to 9" bright orange cascade with a wide
yellow throat, lemon edges, and tightly curled petals that are ornately
serrated at the tips. Interesting viewed from the backside! Monster scapes are
sturdy and tall at 41 to 44 inches, with 6 and 7 way branching, 25 to 34 buds
(see scape photo). Strongly recurrent with immediate rebloom for a long, long
bloom season starting mid-season. Hardy, dormant plant habit. Difficult but
not impossible as a pod parent. Easy pollen. Vigorous plants increase quickly.
MEAN GREEN X TALL GIRLS.

MOSES' FIRE  (JOINER, 1998) DF $9
22",Tet,6",Dor,M,Db,Re
Bright orange-red double with a gold edge.

MR BILLS TWISTER THRILLS  (MICHAELS LINDA, 2013) DF $12
41",Tet,7.50",Dor,M
*MR BILL'S TWISTER THRILLS  41" M DOR TET Hot pink cerise 7½" blooms
that sport curled and twisted and sometimes quilled or otherwise squiggly
sepals.  The eyezone shades from orange to apricot to green. Variable Crispate
Unusual Form.  Makes skinnyish fans.  
[GALAXY RANGER X (HIGHLAND PINCHED FINGERS x STRING BIKINI)]. 

MYNELLE'S STARFISH  (HAYWARD M, 1982) DF $8
20",Dip,10",Dor,M,Re,Noc,Ext
Front of the border - big frilly lemon yellow spider.  Unique award winner.

NANCY'S GOWN  (MILLIKAN-SOULES, 1987) DF $8
31",Dip,4.50",Dor,M,Frag,Re
Lovely chartreuse yellow with lots of ruffling. An older cultivar but one of the
nicest yellows I've grown. A consistent EXCELLENT performer here and one
that will always be in my garden.

NO BOYS ALLOWED  (DAVISSON-J., 2006) DF $20
32",Tet,8",SEv,EM,UFO
Semi-evergreen UFo with 32" scapes and a large 8" bloom.. Blooms early mid
season. Rose with large cream pink watermarked eye and narrow white edge.
One of my all time favorite daylilies.

NOSFERATU  (HANSON C, 1990) DF $7
26",Tet,6",SEv,M,Frag
A fine very deep ruffled purple.
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NOT NAMED AFTER MY WIFE LINDA  (GEORGES-M., 2013) DF $35
41",Tet,9",SEv,M,UFO
 Tall red UFO with large pink watermark. Excellent plant. Limited

NUTMEG ELF  (MCCABE, 1978) DF $6
28",Dip,3",Dor,EM,Re,Sp
Charming classic small spiderform held on 28" scapes.

OPTIMEYES  (OWEN-P., 2015) DF $45
26",Tet,7.25",SEv,EM,Re
Light purple with dark purple eye and edge, green throat. Big flower on a 26"
scape - very pretty. A few.

ORANGE CLOWN  (GOLDNER-WEBSTER, 2007) DF $12
32",Tet,9",SEv,L,Frag,UFO
Blended orage UFO crispate aboe a green to yellow throat.  Limited.

PANIC IN DETROIT  (ADAMS R, 2002) DF $10
40",Tet,8",Dor,ML,Frag
Big 8" REDDISH ORANGE WITH WHITE MIDRIB ABOVE GREEN
THROAT.Nice showy late bloomer that displays well spaced large blooms on a
well branched tall scape. Great garden appeal.

PARADISE BAR AND GRILL  (HANSON, C, 2008) DF $15
36",Tet,6.50",SEv,M
Deep scarlet thru violet flowers and splashy raspberry pink watermark.

PARROT TATTOO  (PEAT, 2007) DF $12
24",Tet,5.75",SEv,M,Frag,Re
Cream pink with large bright red chevron eye and candy apple red & gold
ruffled knobby edge.  A personal favorite.
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Patchwork Tapestry  (Simpson, Eric, 2016) DF $15
33",Tet,6.50",SEv,EM
Cedar-rose blend bitone with feathered rose band outlined in darker rose with
matching rose picotee over triangular yellow to green appliqué throat. The
unique blooms of PATCHWORK TAPESTRY are intriguing and ideal for crossing
into pattern and appliqué hybridizing programs. Four-way branching with 20-25
buds. Vigorous and fertile both ways. One of the first to bloom here.

PATSY CLINE  (SMITH, F R, 2008) DF $16
36",Tet,7",SEv,EM,Re
Orange with ruffled edge and cream midribs. A gorgeous flower that opens
beautifully.

PEACH YUM YUM  (SELMAN, 2008) DF $12
29",Tet,5",SEv,M,Frag
Ruffled peach bloom with subtle rose eye and frosty white midribs. Super
pretty at clump strength,

PERSIMMONS CINNAMON AND MARMALADE  (JERABEK, 2004) DF $9
33",Tet,5.25",Dor,M
Persimmon orange with a braided edge.

PERU-B-RUBY  (WILKERSON, 2006) DF $9
38",Tet,9",Evr,E,Re,UFO
Dark Ruby Red with Rose Watermark. Blooms early and reblooms. Hardy
evergreen.

PHANTOM WARRIOR  (GOSSARD, 2008) DF $12
30",Tet,11.50",Dor,EM,VFrag,Sp,UFO
BIG violet spider with a large green throat.

PHILOSOPHER'S STONE  (MOLDOVAN-WOODHALL, 2011) DF $10
28",Tet,6",Dor,M,Re
Heavy substanced ruffled yellow-green.

PHOTON TORPEDO  (HANSON C, 1999) DF $12
46",Tet,6",SEv,ML,Frag
Sculpted Pleated, Rose violet self with green throat. (((Siamese Royalty × High
Lama) × sdlg) × Anastasia)
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PINK PANTHER PAWS  (OTTO, 2016) DF $25
37",Tet,7.50",SEv,M,UFO
Medium pink with a huge white watermark and a yellow green throat. (White
Eyes Pink Dragon x Lotus Position)

PINK SLIP  (KENDIG, 2010) DF $25
28",Tet,6.75",Dor,M,Frag
Pink flower with 3 1/4" wide petals and rose veins, gold edge and clear yellow
throat. 4-way branching and 24 buds. Flower has lots of substance. Limited

PIRATE RUDOLF  (Michaels, Linda, 2012) DF $15
0",Tet,0",SEv
Red-violet with an apricot 'hoof print' eye.

PLANET MAX  (REED, 1996) DF $10
42",Dip,7",SEv,EM,Sp
Lemon throated purple spider.

PLUM COOL  (OWEN PAUL, 2018) DF $40
26",Tet,5.75",SEv,Re
Light purple with a lavender watermark above a very green throat. Very pretty
recent intro from Paul Owen.

PREDICTABLE YOU  (HANSON, CURT, 2009) DF $9
43",Tet,6",Dor,M
Pastel alabaster bloom with great waxlike substance. Classic flower form with
strongly recurved petals. FANTASTIC GARDEN PLANT.

PRETTY DESIRABLE  (GOSSARD, JAMES, 2010) DF $14
33",Tet,10",Dor,M,Frag,UFO
Large clear smooth pink unusual form with green throat. In this garden a
better performer and very like its grandparent 'Webster's Pink Wonder'.
Choice. LIMITED.

PURPLE STARFISH  (GOSSARD J, 2011) DF $12
35",Tet,8.50",Dor,E,Frag,Re,Sp
A BIG 8 1/2 inch purple spider that blooms early and reblooms here.
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QUESTION AUTHORITY  (HANSON-C., 2013) DF $20
48",Tet,5",SEv,ML
  Raspberry red with softer watermark. Three and four way branching. Very
fertile either way.

RAM  (WHATLEY, 1994) DF $6
25",Tet,7",SEv,ML,Re,Ext
Classic large ruffled yellow.

RASPBERRY GRIN  (MURPHY, 2012) DF $14
46",Dip,6",Dor,M
The color is very different – clear raspberry, with apricot throat and cream
midrib. It has ruffled recurved petals edged in pink to cream. Very pretty.

RASPBERRY SICKLE  (GOSSARD, 2004) DF $6
35",Tet,7.50",Dor,M,UFO
Excellent creamy yellow large bloom with a raspberry edge and eye.

RED, WHITE AND NEW  (KENDIG, 2012) DF $30
36",Tet,4.25",Dor,ML,Frag
Cute as button red and white bitone.  Linited

REDNECK REUNION  (DAVISSON-J., 2011) DF $25
50",Tet,8.50",Dor,ML,Frag,Re
Hybridizer's description:
REDNECK REUNION is an 8 1/2" ivory and peach blend, unsophisticated in its
triangular tailored form, but an important component in my quest for tall,
sturdy, well branched scapes. Taking the best of both parents (AL'S PEACH
TOWER X WEBSTER'S PINK WONDER) it has tall, husky 50" scapes with 4 to
5 way branching and 26 to 28 buds and it reblooms. Add dormant plant habit,
a nice fragrance, and easy fertility both ways even on hot days and you have
the makings of a hybridizer's dream parent. A clarifier that will add height
and size. Makes HUGE seed pods.  

REGINA SITKO  (KULPA, 2012) DF $35
30",Tet,8",Dor,ML,Frag
Big flat faced very showy rose red with a lighter rose watermark and white
edge. Makes pretty kids too.
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ROCK LOBSTER  (HANSON C, 1999) DF $10
36",Tet,6",SEv,EM,Frag
Sculpted pleated rose violet self with green throat.

ROSE F. KENNEDY  (DOORAKIAN, 2007) DF $30
29",Dip,7.50",Dor,M
Green with wide purple red picotee edge above green throat. (Emerald
Starburst × sdlg) Awards: Stout 2016; AM 2013; HM 2010; RWM 2013

ROSEY THE RIPPER  (BAKER-J., 2011) DF $12
22",Tet,6",SEv,EM,Re
Pink with rose eye. toothy edge and green throat.

ROYAL FLOURISH  (MASON M, 2009) DF $12
26",Tet,6.50",Dor,M
Rich velvet purple raspberry pink bitone with light watermark and white picotee
above yellow green throat. (MABOU X VATICAN CITY)

RUFFLED STRAWBERRY PARFAIT  (RECKAMP-KLEHM, 2003) DF $10
28",Tet,6",Dor,L
Excellent late blooming very ruffled polychrome bloom and a noted breeder for
"toothy" edges

RUMBA NUMBA  (DAVISSON-J., 2014) DF $40
38",Tet,9.50",Dor,EM,Frag,Re,UFO
Red with a wide yellow throat.RUMBA NUMBA (Davisson 14) is a 9 1/2 to 10"
bright red unusual form with a wide yellow throat. Starts early to midseason
and then reblooms. Scapes are tall at 38" with 4 way branching, 22 buds.
Dormant foliage is narrow and blue green. Fragrant and fertile both ways, but
somewhat reluctant as a pod setter. From SHE DEVIL X REDDY FREDDY.

SAILOR SKY  (PEARCE-G., 2011) DF $15
28",Tet,5.50",SEv,L
A late blooming ruffled two toned coral that glows like a beautiful sunset.
Excellent addition for August color.

SANDRA ELIZABETH  (STEVENS D, 1983) DF $7
28",Tet,6",Dor,VL
Classic extra late bloomer that begins as others are winding down. Blooms
August into September. Clear lemon yellow.
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SARAH HAWES  (SELMAN, 2006) DF $10
40",Tet,5",SEv,M,Re
Lovely violet purple with green throat. Tall and hardy. Limited.

Seedling - Alexander James Menges x Nature's Blue Witches Brew  (Gayle
Story)

DF $6

26",Dip,4",Re
Small flowered blue eyed orchid bloom. Pretty plant for the front of the
border. UNREGISTERED.

SELLSTATION SUNSET  (THOMAS D, 2006) DF $7
44",Tet,5.25",SEv,L,Frag
Very nice late blooming gold to orange.

SEMINOLE WIND  (STAMILE, 1993) DF $7
23",Tet,6.50",SEv,EM,Frag,Re,Ext
Large substantial rose pink flower and great foliage. Award winner.

SEPTEMBER BLAZE  (LACHMAN, 1992) DF $10
30",Tet,7",Dor,VL
Very Late glowing pink.  In 2013  bloomed until at least 9/16 after starting in
early August. Among the nicest lates I grow. LIMITED.

SHADOW WALKER  (HOLMES-S., 2011) DF $14
33",Tet,8.50",Dor,M
Clean lavender purple with paler chevron and a clear green throat. Good
breeder for patterned UFs.

SHILLING  (WESTON J, 1994) DF $6
22",Tet,3.75",Dor,L,Frag
Charming coppery orange and excellent blue-green foliage.  Unique.

SILOAM ROCK CANDY  (HENRY P, 1985) DF $5
14",Dip,3",Dor,M,Frag,Ext
Strawberry red with darker eyezone.  A strong blooming little gem for the
front of the border.
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SILOAM WENDY GLAWSON  (HENRY P, 1986) DF $6
16",Dip,2.88",Dor,M,Ext
Darling tiny round flower with deep red eyezone.

SILVER SWORD  (HOLMES-S., 2008) DF $30
38",Tet,8.50",Evr,M,UFO
height 38 in.(97 cm), bloom 8.5 in.(22 cm), season M, Evergreen, Tetraploid,
Unusual Form Cascade,  Purple with gray watermark above green throat. (Druid
Spell × Webster's Purple Wonder)Awards: HM 2012

SINGING IN THE WIND  (LORRAIN/LYCETT, 2006) DF $10
31",Tet,6",Dor,VL,Frag,Re
A very nice very late bloomer with heavy ruffling and great substance.  Yellow
with pink cream highlights, Pair it with  'September Blaze' for August color as
the picture shows. Hardy Canadian breeding.

SKULLDUGGERY  (DYE C, 2004) DF $7
30",Tet,6.50",SEv,EM,Frag,Re
Yellow with maroon edge and eye. Vigorous and increases well.

SMOOTH TALKING STRANGER  (DAVISSON-J., 2015) DF $45
33",Tet,6",Evr,ML,Re
Diamond dusted cream pink with a chartreuse throat and a piecrust ruffled
edge.SMOOTH TALKING STRANGER (Davisson 15) is a graceful 6" diamond
dusted cream pink with a gently pleated chartreuse throat and a pie crust
ruffled edge. Waxy substance makes it totally weather proof. Scapes are 33"
with 4 way branching, 24 buds and it reblooms. A mid to late season bloomer
that is easily fertile both ways. Flawless foliage. An evergreen from two hardy
evergreen parents FAD GADGET X LITTLE BIG EARS. Tetraploid.

SMURFETTE  (GOSSARD, 2008) DF $12
41",Tet,7.50",Dor,M,Frag,UFO
Unusual Form Crispate, Lavender maroon with slate blue eye above green
throat. (Swallow Tail Kite × Mildred Mitchell)

SNEAKY GIRLS  (DAVISSON-J., 2014) DF $35
42",Tet,8.50",Evr,ML,Re,UFO
Lavender pink with shaded purple petal tips and a wide cream to green
throat.SNEAKY GIRLS (Davisson 14) is an 8 1/2" lavender pink with shaded
purple petal tips and a wide cream to green throat....a very graceful, buxom
bloom with cascading sepals and occasionally serrated edges on the petal tips.
A mid-late season bloomer that reblooms....sure to steal your heart! From
PINK ALOHA X WHITE EYES PINK DRAGON, SNEAKY GIRLS has tall 42"
scapes with 3 way branching, 19 buds and it's a bud builder for a long bloom
season. Fertile both ways. Evergreen foliage. Tetraploid. LIMITED
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SOFT SUMMER NIGHT  (STAMILE, 1995) DF $8
23",Tet,5",Dor,EM,VFrag,Re
True clear soft pink with deeper pink eyezone.   EXCELLENT GARDEN PLANT.

SOLAR MUSIC  (WHATLEY, 1993) DF $12
36",Tet,8",Dor,ML,Ext
A big gorgeous yellow that can't be missed. Great blue-green foliage. Looks
wonderful next to blue or purple companions like phlox 'Blue Paradise'.  
Limited.

SONG OF THE EMPIRE  (CARPENTER J, 2004) DF $14
28",Tet,5.75",SEv,M,Frag,Re
Exceptional "sculpted" yellow.

SOUTH SEA SERENADE  (SALTER, 2001) DF $8
25",Tet,5.50",SEv,M,Re
Tropical orange tones and a green throat.

SPIRIT ZONE  (CULVER B, 1999) DF $7
28",Tet,4.50",Dor,ML,Frag,Ext
Pale tawny pink with maroon halo. Hardy Canadian breeding.

STAR OF THE NORTH  (EMMERICH, 2009) DF $10
34",Tet,5.50",Dor,M,Frag,Re
Pale yellow with a maroon eye and edge, Blooms galore.

STARMAN'S QUEST  (BURKEY, 1989) DF $7
40",Dip,7",Dor,M,UFO
Showy tall purple spider with darker eyezone.

STATIC SHOCK  (GOSSARD, 2006) DF $14
39",Tet,7.50",Dor,EM,Frag,Re,UFO
Large flesh pink UFO crispate with a rose eyezone.
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STELLA'S RUFFLED FINGERS  (CRICHTON, 1999) TF $7
19",Dip,3.75",SEv,EE,Re,Ext
A great little rebloomer with more personality than its relative 'Stella D'Oro'.
Ruffled yellow pink.

STONE PALACE TRAILBLAZER  (EVICK, 2013) DF $15
29",Tet,7.25",SEv,EM,Re
White with a dark lavender blue eyezone surrounded by an inner raspberry
edge, and a matching double edge.
Parentage: (Eye Caramba × Just a Mirage

STOP THE CAR  (GOSSARD J) DF $40
47",Tet,7",Dor,ML
(Gossard, James) 2015 (Orange Splash x Waiting in the Wings) x (Tetra
Walter's Tango )
Tetraploid 47" Mid-Late season Dormant emo fr 7" 5 way branching 45-50
buds. Fertile both ways. Rebloomer.UFO form is Crispate

SUPERMODEL  (GOSSARD, 2008) DF $14
43",Tet,7",Dor,M,Frag
Tall maroon purple with slate pink watermark above green throat.

SUZY CREAM CHEESE  (BACHMAN, 2001) DF $10
35",Dip,7",Dor,L,Sp
Very nice late UFO. height 35 in., bloom 7 in,  La, Dormant, Diploid. Peach
self above gold yellow throat.
Awards: HM 2005; ESF 2008; HOS 2012

SWALLOW TAIL KITE  (HANSON C, 1998) DF $8
44",Tet,6.50",SEv,EM,Frag
Excellent tall purple with lighter watermark. Parent of many interesting
daylilies.

SWEET SENECA HONEY  (K. ROOD, 2008) DF $5
12",Dip,2.25",Dor,EM,Re
BUTTERSCOTCH W/DARK HALO. Early blooming mini - cute!

TALL TRUCKLOAD  (BREMER, 2015) DF $25
40",Tet,6.50",Dor,ML
Bremer. 2015.  Dormant.  40"-6.5".  4 branches.  29 buds.  ML.  Coral pink
with a deep lipstick red eyezone above a yellow then green throat. Extremely
widely and well branched with many buds.  A real show off in the garden. 
Fertile both ways.  (Catastrophic Events x American Muscle).
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TANTRA BOOGIE  (BALL - L, 2010) DF $25
40",Tet,5.75",Dor,M,Frag
height 40 in. bloom 5.75 in.(, season M, Dormant, Tetraploid, Fragrant, 20
buds, 4 branches, Unusual Form Crispate,  Muted medium rose claret with
large light yellow eye and wire edge above yellow green throat. (Twist of Lemon
× (Cameroons × sdlg))

TEABERRY TYCOON  (CHURCH, DON, 2010) DF $12
28",Tet,5.50",Dor,M
Burgundy red with pink to green eye. 4-5 way branching, 20-25 buds.  Has
such deep color saturation you can pick this one out from a distance. Hardy
and vigorous. Passes along great color to kids.

TECHNY PEACE  (RECKAMP-KLEHM, 1987) DF $6
28",Tet,6",Dor,L,VFrag,Re
Pictures can't do justice to this beautiful 'polychrome' late bloomer that seems
to glow with both pink and yellow.

TEDDY BEARS PICNIC  (MOLDOVAN, 2005) DF $18
40",Tet,6",SEv,M
Unique maroon and chocolate pink above a lemon yellow throat. Limited

TEPIN  (CULVER BRYAN, 2016) DF $28
35",Tet,5",SEv
TEPIN (Culver-B, 2016) TET-35"- MLa - 5" A yellow-gold flower with a
ruffled bright clear dark red eye and edge above a green throat.  4-way
branching; bud count 25. (Flamingo Carousel X Dragon Master).  Hybridizer's
description:The offspring of two of our hottest coloured introductions this
daylily has stood out among its full siblings as something to behold. With its
clear bright bold colours along with a great garden performance this plant is
yelling to anyone within earshot, look at me, look at me. It is a vigorous
grower and bounces back very nicely from dividing. Fertile both ways.  
 

THE BLOOD IS THE LIFE  (BACHMAN, 2009) DF $10
40",Tet,6",Dor,L,UFO
Great late color

THOUGH THE ROOF  (OWEN PAUL, 2018) DF $25
40",Tet,7.25",Dor,L,Re
Purple red blend . Excellent plant habit 24-28 bloom count, pod fertile, pollen
fertile, dormant.
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THUNDERCAT  (GOSSARD, 2007) DF $16
34",Tet,7.50",Dor,M,Frag,UFO
Large pale pink UFO with red eyezone and a very green throat.

TIERRA DEL FUEGO  (STAMILE, 2003) DF $8
30",Tet,5.25",Evr,EM,Re
Bronze-orange with a deep eye & edge. Recommend spring planting for this
hardy evergreen.

TIGER TOWN  (DAVISSON-J., 2018) DF $40
41",Tet,9",Dor
Massive 41" scapes with five way branching and 30 buds. It is also a bud
builder with 9" bright orange crispate and cascade blooms. Ruffled edges, a
diamond dusted chartreuse throat, curling sepals, and dormant plant habit.
From DOCTOR HANDSOME X UNKNOWN, it has a long bloom season. Pollen
fertile. Tetraploid

TIRAMISU  (MASON M, 2009) DF $10
31",Tet,6",Dor,EM
Floriferous raspeberry pink with loopong ruffles and a white midrib. Vigorous
and has rebloomed here,

TONTOS EXPANDING HEADBAND  (HANSON C, 2009) DF $14
46",Tet,7",SEv,ML
Large 7 inch boldly triangular flowers. Soft raspberry rose with a lighter pink
pattern watermark.  Robust 46 inch scapes and 3 to 4 way branching.  Named
after a 70's psychedelic band.

TOWER POWER  (DAVISSON-J., 2009) DF $15
42",Tet,8",SEv,M,VFrag,Re
TOWER POWER is something totally different for hybridizers and gardeners
alike. It's a huge 8" showy cream peach, yellow, and pink polychrome open
form that is displayed on tall 42" scapes with wide 5 to 6 way branching and
29 buds. Strongly recurrent, it starts blooming early midseason and continues
through late season. Exceptional plant habit comes from its pollen parent, AL'S
PEACH TOWER, a line bred descendant of TET FRANCIS FAY. The pod parent
is Webster's COSMIC RAY. Blooms always open without crowding and are
extremely fragrant blooming right under your nose where you can smell them.
Exceptional plant habit carries through to seedlings...it can improve the height
and branching on round forms or improve the strength of scapes on more
spidery forms equally well. The color is a clarifier. Difficult but not impossible
as a pod parent; easy as a pollen parent. Semievergreen.

TRULY ANGELIC  (RICE J, 1998) DF $8
26",Tet,5.50",Dor,M,Re,Ext
Ruffled mauve rose with a lavender watermark. Blooms late here in CNY.
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TURTLE WHISKERS  (MICHAELS, LINDA, 2014) DF $10
38",Dip,7",Dor,M
A "spider form" in an appealing  color combination of warm pink with a rose eye
over a green throat 18-24 buds. Fertile both ways but pollen is much easier.
TURTLE WHISKERS increases rapidly but makes narrow fans. NY bred and
reblooms here.

TWO HOOTS AND A HOLLER  (DAVISSON-J., 2020) DF $60
38",Tet,9.50",SEv,ML
Hybidizer's description: TWO HOOTS AND A HOLLER is a sibling to MACON
MONEY showing the diversity in the GIRLS CLUB X ROSES FOR DALLAS
cross. TWO HOOTS is a 9 1/2 inch diamond dusted ivory and cream peach
blend unusual form (cascade). Scapes are 38" with wide-spaced 4- and 5-way
branching and a bud count averaging 26 buds per scape. TWO HOOTS AND A
HOLLER begins blooming in the mid-late season and continues for late season
bouquets of bloom. It clumps quickly and has been a favorite for displaying
blooms for a long period of time. It is both pod and pollen fertile and is a
hardy semi-evergreen.

TWO SUES  (HANSON C, 2005) DF $12
31",Tet,6",SEv,EM
Tawny peach with a gold throat. Lovely and unusual.  LIMITED.

UPGRADE  (GOSSARD, 2007) DF $14
41",Tet,6",Dor,M,Frag,UFO
height 41 in, bloom 6 in.(, season M, Dormant, Tetraploid, Fragrant, 22 buds,
4 branches, Unusual Form Spatulate,  Lavender purple spotted purple reverse
bicolor with purple eye and edge above green to near white throat. (Purple
Chameleon × tet Starman's Quest)

VICKY'S RADIANCE  (OWEN-P, 2010) DF $25
34",Tet,6.50",Dor,M,Re
Coral pink with a tentacled gold edge and green throat. Very nice plant!

VICTORIAN LACE  (STAMILE, 1999) DF $12
30",Tet,6.75",Evr,EM,Frag,Re
Ruffled near white with a green throat. Hardy evergreen that reblooms here.

Vitamin C  (Owen, 2011) DF $12
44",Tet,5.75",Dor,EM,Re
Tall golden orange with a deeper ruffled edge and eye. Needs a year or two to
establish here - the wait is rewarded with an outstanding show.
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WALLY'S WISH  (DOSTER, 2008) DF $15
24",Tet,4.50",SEv,M,Db

WALT LOWRY  (HOLMES-S, 2011) DF $35
48",Tet,10.50",Dor,M
Exceptional daylily for both breeder and garden presence. height 48 in., bloom
10.5 in. season M, Dormant, Tetraploid, 15 buds, 4 branches, Unusual Form
Crispate,  Burgundy purple self with a very large green throat that extends
onto both petals and sepals. ((Bombay Silk × Webster Red Knight) × Tet.
Skinwalker) Awards: AM 2019; HM 2016; JC 2011; NRS 2016

WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS  (GOLDNER-DAVISSON, 2011) DF $20
40",Dip,7.50",Dor,L,Frag
Distinctive late blooming veined purple with an orange eye - a combo I find
very appealing. Diploid

WEBSTER'S PINK WONDER  (WEBSTER-COBB, 2003) DF $12
34",Tet,13",SEv,M,UFO
WEBSTER'S PINK WONDER is an award winning unusual form 13 inch clear
pink crispate/cascade with a very large bright chartreuse throat.  Tall, 34
inch sturdy scapes with 4 to 5 way branching and 25 buds. A real show stopper
in the garden once established. Limited.

WELDING THE TITANIC  (BREMER, 2011) DF $20
55",Tet,8",Dor,ML
Bremer.  2011.  Dormant.  55"-7".  3-4 long branches.  25 buds.  Large
red-orange unusual form crispate.  Overall shape is a star.  Scapes are
tremendous and tall.  Many flowers and nicely branched. Full sib to Fire
Fountain.  (Ravenous x Springfield Clan) x B.J. McMillen.  Extremely
floriferous and a showoff in the garden that draws people to it like a magnet. 
Fans are massive and scapes are strong-no leaning here!

WHERE'D Y'ALL GO  (DAVISSON-J., 2009) DF $9
35",Tet,9",SEv,L,Frag,UFO
Large late blooming unusal form purple with a cream to green throat . Tall and
vigorous - a delight for the late summer.

WHITE EYES PINK DRAGON  (GOSSARD, 2006) DF $18
38",Tet,8.50",Dor,M,Frag,Re,UFO
Highly sought after award winning unusual form - 8.5 inch pink with a lighter
watermark. Tall vigorous and long blooming - in my opinion they don't get much
better than this.

WIDE AWAKE  (RECKAMP-KLEHM, 1993) DF $14
26",Tet,4.50",Dor,ML
Reckamp-Klehm.  1993.  Dormant.  26"-6".  3-4 branches.  26 buds.  ML. 
Rose pastel blend on outer 2/3rds of the petals that graduates from white to
a green throat.  Petals have have a ruffled distinctive white edge. 
Outstanding in every way.   Very attractive and quite unique.  Highly
recommended.  (Garden Symphony × sdlg)
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WIGGLY PIGGLY  (DAVISSON-J., 2009) DF $20
43",Tet,8.50",SEv,ML,Frag,Re,UFO
A curling cascading yellow bloom with lots of motion. Tall and looks great from
every angle. Great plant !

WISPY RAYS  (JOINER, 1998) DF $12
36",Tet,7.50",Evr,M,Re
A great garden plant - bright red with an orange eye. Very showy.

WOMEN SEEKING MEN  (HANSON C, 1999) DF $10
41",Tet,6",SEv,ML,Frag
Big vigorous pink with a strawberry watermark. Tall sturdy scapes - impressive
in a clump.

WORKING OVERTIME  (DAVISSON-J., 2013) DF $25
48",Tet,9.50",Dor,L,Frag,Re,UFO
  Yellow gold with ruffled edges and a small green throat. A very fine late
bloomer.

YOU ANGEL YOU  (STAMILE G, 1993) DF $6
15",Dip,2",SEv,M,Db,Re
Cute as can be "popcorn" mini near white with red eye,

YOU BET YOUR SWEET BIPPY  (WILKERSON, 2009) DF $12
30",Tet,8",Dor,M,Re,UFO

ZAZU PITTS  (CARTER M, 1995) DF $12
34",Tet,7",Evr,EM
Super nice creamsicle orange-pink. height 34 in. bloom 7 in., season EM,
Evergreen, Tetraploid, (Ruffles Elegante × Avante Garde)
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